CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • AUGUST 2013
This issue of Dispersals lays bare an unintentional untruth from our last publication: that the May
issue was unique in its production of the full-colour magazine hard-copy format.
The format was so well-received that your executives took a long look at our finances, discussed
costs with The Syndicon Group that produced it, and decided we should continue with it. Thankyou for your delighted feedback.
Our „100‟ theme repeats with the 100th Birthday of John Gale (WAG • 98 Squadron). I was
delighted to be invited to John‟s birthday in North Ferriby (next to Kingston-Upon-Hull), UK.
John is justly proud of his RAF service; his bearing and manner well reflect his training,
upbringing and family pride.
While I was in England the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum held the Hamilton Air Show
to the delight of large and appreciative crowds. The star of the show was easily the world‟s only
flying Mosquito. Happily, I was able to collect enough photos and information to present in these
pages.
In my part of the world we‟ve made the change from torrential downpours to sauna-like
temperatures...what‟s happening to the weather? It seems to have lost all logic everywhere. As I
write, in air conditioned comfort, the outdoor humidex has reached 42⁰C with more of the same
predicted for the rest of the week. It‟s much better than SNOW!
Here‟s a little character to help; he‟s called „Fumsup‟ and was a popular Great
War gift pendant to servicemen from their sweethearts. His thumbs are
permanently upturned, his head is of hardwood so his holder can always „touch
wood‟ for luck, and his feet have Cupid‟s wings. Photo from RAF Museum.
Cheers,
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LAST POST
RALPH MORPURGO • AIR GUNNER • 320 SQUADRON
Stephen Morpurgo

Ralph Morpurgo died peacefully on 23rd February 2013 in London. For his
family, it is the end of an era.
Born in Amsterdam, Holland on 21st September 1920, he moved with his
family to London 3 years later. In December 1942, he joined the Royal
Netherlands Naval Air Service, began his training with the RAF and
completed it in Canada. He returned to England as a Commissioned Officer
Air Gunner and was posted to 320 (Netherlands) Squadron in October 1943
flying B-25 Mitchell bombers. His first operational flight was out of
Dunsfold on 28th February 1944, target Le Groseillier, France.
Ralph‟s luck nearly ran out in October 1944 when, during a training
exercise over Hull in the UK, another RAF plane collided with the Wellington he was in, and he
had to bail out. He became a member of the Caterpillar Club, an association of people who have
used a parachute to save their lives. The aircraft crashed and burst into flames that spread to two
homes.
Flying operations over France, Belgium,
Holland and Germany ended 2nd May 1945,
when he and his crew flew as flight leader in
320 Squadron‟s last operational flight of the war
to Itzehoe, Germany; it was Ralph‟s 81st
operation; shortly thereafter he was awarded the
Dutch Flying Cross.
On 19th May 1945 he married WAAF Officer
Isabel Nash whom he had met on a blind date in
1943. Isabel was a Signals Officer in Churchill‟s
War Room in Whitehall, and then Section L-R: Jimmy Koymans, Frits Vijzerlaar, Hans van der Kop,
Officer at Bletchley Park; she was the absolute Ralph Morpurgo
personification of the woman behind the successful man; adoring her husband and children, she
supported him in everything he did.
Demobbed in 1946 Ralph joined Albert Milhado & Co, (later Publicitas Ltd), specialising in
foreign media advertising, and became Managing Director until his retirement in 1985. He was
the Hon Secretary of the International Advertising Association UK and was made a Life
Member.
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Active in the Dutch Community in England, he was a prominent member of the Dutch
Association „Neerlandia‟ where he served as Hon Secretary and finally Chairman until 1976. In
1973, he was presented with his „Ridder in de Orde van Orangje Nassau‟, equivalent to an
English Knighthood. He also was a superb Sinterklaas at the annual event for Dutch children in
London, even fooling his young son who had no idea on whose knee he was sitting!
In retirement he worked as a volunteer first in the Royal Free Hospital Library, then for the
Friends of the Royal Free, becoming Hon Secretary, Chairman and Vice-President.
His great loss was the death of Isabel in September 2001. He hated being alone, without her to
talk with. When his daughter Jean died in December 2010 he maintained his relationship with
those in Canada who had lovingly taken her into their community.
Ralph is survived by his son Stephen, his brother Len in the USA and seven grandchildren.

BILL PAINTING • WAG • 320 SQUADRON
Bill Painting passed away peacefully 29 April 2013. He loved
life on his farm „Deepwater‟ in Bookham, New South Wales,
Australia and sent us, through Susan MacKenzie a few years
ago, a report of his tandem skydive in celebration of his 88th
birthday; and of a broken bone in his foot from “doing things
on a motorbike I have been warned against”...not a man to let
grass grow under his feet!
In an online tribute Bruce Hazell, publicity officer of the
Bookham Agricultural Bureau, said: “The sudden passing of Bill Painting, a respected and
popular member of the Bookham district, has left our small community both saddened yet
thankful he passed away peacefully.
With thanks to his family he was able to remain at his beloved „Deepwater‟, only going to
Canberra for medical appointments a few days before his death. As our neighbour for 55 years,
we reflect on the many discussions over the years of life in general and our common interests of
caring for the land, keeping abreast of new ideas and each making our share of mistakes.
Integrity is the word I would use to remember Bill.
On the „Kia-Ora‟ veranda in 1960, Bill, the late Keith Ross and I were instrumental in the
formation of the Bookham Berremangra branch of the Agricultural Bureau of NSW.
We will always be thankful for your contribution to Bookham. Rest in peace Bill.”

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
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LAKE MURRAY’S MITCHELL
Kay Gordon • Air & Space Magazine • Jan 2007

At about 10:45 a.m. on April 4, 1943, Bryce Lever was looking for fishing worms on the south
shore of Lake Murray in South Carolina when he saw an airplane flying low, heading toward the
water.
Katherine Townsend Tapp, 23, was strolling on the lake‟s north shore when she saw the ailing
aircraft, a B-25. She hurried to the home of Sewall Oliver, who had a speedboat that could be
used in a rescue. Nearby, Martin Jones Jr., 10, also saw the aircraft descend; he yelled to his
brother that one of the engines was out.
Martin had a sharp eye. After the B-25 [41-12634] had taken off from the Army Air Base outside
Columbia, South Carolina, on a skip-bombing training mission over the lake‟s island targets, its
left engine had lost power. The base was a good six miles away, so Henry Mascall, the
bombardier, urged pilot William Fallon to land on the lake.
The crew climbed out onto the wings, then inflated a life raft and set it in the water. Sewall
Oliver eventually rescued them all in his speedboat. About seven minutes after impact, the
aircraft began sinking, finally ending up at the bottom of Lake Murray, at a depth of 150 feet—
too deep for the U.S. Army Air Forces to
salvage it. It was written off as a loss.
Growing up in Columbia decades later, Robert
Seigler heard tales of the sunken bomber and
was intrigued. In the 1980s, Seigler began
researching the crash. Along with two
partners, John Hodge and Bill Vartorella,
Seigler formed the Lake Murray B-25 Rescue
Project to get the aircraft out of the water.
“This really is a hobby gone awry,” Seigler
says today of his decades-long campaign.
Commemorative Plaque at Lake Murray photo: Vrider

The B-25 Mitchell, a medium bomber used in
both the European and Pacific theaters of World War II, was once plentiful: North American
Aviation made nearly 10,000. Today, some 130 remain, and the one from Lake Murray is the
third oldest. It is one of only four intact C models surviving, and the only B-25 that still has a
bottom gun turret.
Seigler‟s group had sonographers search for the aircraft in the early 1990s, but they had no luck.
Then in 1992, a Navy unit took on the search as a training exercise. The following year, using
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side-scan sonar and the accounts of witnesses, including Katherine Tapp and Bryce Lever, the
divers located the airplane in the 78-square-mile lake.
Subsequently, Seigler‟s team spent more than a decade trying to raise money to attempt a
salvage. Finally, in 2005, they hired Gary Larkins, with 68 salvages perhaps the world‟s most
successful aircraft retriever. Starting September 10 of that year, Larkins began directing a
salvage attempt. A barge was positioned above the airplane, and eight divers in two-man teams
dove into the lake several times daily to inspect, clear silt, and secure the airplane. Larkins
instructed the divers where and how to attach straps around the wings and spreader bars over the
wings to distribute the weight for safe lifting. When all those were in place, the barge slowly
raised the airplane and towed it to
shore, just below the surface.
Just before midnight on Sept 19,
hundreds of onlookers in boats and
on land watched, spellbound, as a
crane finally hoisted the airplane to
the surface. A total of 800 gallons
of fuel and water was pumped
from the bomber before it was
lifted clear of the lake. The aircraft
was then dismantled, then parts
were cleaned, inventoried, and
photographed.

Photo: Southern Museum of Flight

Seigler‟s group had arranged to give the B-25 to the Southern Museum of Flight in Birmingham,
Alabama, and in December 2005 the front section went on display there. Jim Griffin, the
museum‟s director, says that the B-25 is being preserved; not restored to pre-crash condition.
The decision was based in part on the aircraft‟s damage, which the museum judged too extensive
to repair; when the bomber hit the lake, for example, the right engine had been torn off.
The cockpit is a different story. Artifacts from there turned out to be well preserved, and will be
displayed with the B-25. Navigation charts and a 1943 section of Columbia‟s „The State‟
newspaper are still readable. Also retrieved: four .50caliber machine guns and one .30-caliber gun, buttons,
parts of parachutes, bombsights, a tooth-marked olive
drab pencil, headsets, earphones, a pair of leather driving
gloves, a portable potty, radios, and the watch of co-pilot
Robert Davison, inscribed “RUTH TO BOB 3-5-43.”
“We found out last week that Ruth is still alive and was
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angry with Bob because he lost the watch after she had given it to him a month before,” says
Griffin. “She still had a year to pay on it.”
Work on the rest of the B-25 is very slow. Volunteers are using dental tools to remove corrosion.
“As we preserve various parts, they will be added to the display,” says Griffin. Eventually, the
entire aircraft will be shown in an underwater-like setting, resting in a bed of sand.

B-25 Mitchell 41-12634 exhibit today, with Ventral gun turret on display. photos: Southern Museum of flight

B-25 VENTRAL GUN TURRET
David Poissant • with information from Joe Baugher

It‟s not widely-known, except for B-25 veterans and aircraft enthusiasts, that Mitchell Is and IIs
(B-25B/C/D & early G) had ventral („belly‟) gun turrets. Two .50 calibre machine guns were
mounted in a Bendix remotely-controlled ventral turret that could be retracted into the belly
when not in use. From inside the aircraft, a kneeling Wireless Operator/Air Gunner (WAG)
aimed the guns through an eyepiece atop the turret‟s centre column; a complex periscope system
of lenses and mirrors gave him a remote
and disorienting view; he operated the
guns without being able to see them in his
gun sight. Gunners often became dizzy
while tracking targets, to the point of
disorientation and nausea. It took 55
seconds to lower the guns into place and
set up for firing; if lowered too quickly
the retracting micro switch could be
damaged, jamming the turret in the down
Mitchell MkII FV985 ‘VO-S’ with ventral turret deployed. IWM
position and creating excessive drag.
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Ventral turrets were disliked by Mitchell gunners and were often removed in the field, saving
600 pounds in weight. They were deleted from production with Mitchell IIIs (B-25G) and all
subsequent models as tail guns were added.

Ventral turret • Interior view D. Poissant collection

The retractable ventral turret, common to B-25B, C & D models, in stowed and deployed positions.
Photos: ‘B-25 Mitchell – The Magnificent Medium’ (Norman L. Avery)
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‘HAWG-MOUTH’ MITCHELL
Ian Lamb

Yankee crews of the 345th BG had stolen [B-25D 41-30222 from NEIAF or RAAF] in New
Guinea and flown it back to Darwin. In January 1945 they were using the plane as a squadron
„hack‟ when a crew from 498th BS (of the 345th) decided to fly down to Adelaide, where I live, a
trip of 3,000 kms each way, to stock up on grog and ice cream.
On the return leg of the trip, they missed Alice Springs to get fuel and got lost over the Tanami
Desert, so they put her down, virtually undamaged. When the Search and Rescue boys found her
the crew were sitting under the wing, all „shit-faced‟ and eating ice cream.
She sat in the bloody hot Tanami Desert for years until a mate of mine from Darwin recovered
her in June, 1974. She‟s just about completed.

B25D ‘Hawg-mouth’ (41-30222) was landed short of fuel in the Tanami Desert following a ‘fat cat’ run.
Displayed at Australian Heritage Aviation Centre photos by Ken Hodge (Flicker)

Bill Allom tells me (Peter Jenner): “The B25 in
Darwin is somewhat stalled at the moment pending
other projects which includes the arrival of an F111
for the exhibit. It is the fuselage section from the
tail to the rear of the wing that is very damaged.”

Pictured to the right is Lieutenant Ray Geer of the
US 3rd Attack Group, the man who landed the B-25
„Hawg-Mouth‟ in the desert.
Photo from warbirdregistry.com
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2013 HAMILTON AIR SHOW
David Poissant

The 2013 Air Show by the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum was the third, and easily the
most successful and eagerly anticipated since its 2011 triumphal return.
Firmly ensconcing the Hamilton show at the top of the Air Show world was the masterful
combination of the world‟s only flying de Havilland Mosquito, Messerschmitt Me262 and
Focke-Wolf Fw190. Add the year-round favorite Avro Lancaster Mk X, a pair each of
Supermarine Spitfires and Hawker Hurricanes, and you have the rarest Warbird exhibition on the
planet! The early Sunday morning rain could not hope to dampen the wildly enthusiastic crowd.

„Mosquito Memories‟ preceded the show and featured the Military Air Museum‟s de Havilland
Mosquito, recognition of „Mossie‟ veteran crew members (above left), and presentations by
notables including Russ Bannock OOnt, DSO, DFC, veteran of 418 (City of Edmonton)
Squadron and Canada‟s highest scoring WWII night fighter ace (above right). Peter Handley photos.

A Gathering of Merlins: Avro Lancaster, 2 Supermarine Spitfires, de Havilland
Mosquito, 2 Hawker Hurricanes.
© Gavin Conroy (Classic Aircraft Photography)
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©Gavin Conroy
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Centrefold 1st half
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Centrefold 2nd half
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Copyrighted photo by Kool Shots

WAG at 100
David Poissant

John Gale is an unassuming man, quick with a smile; an engaging conversationalist...raise your
voice, please, he‟s quite hard of hearing...says it‟s nature‟s way of protecting him from things
he‟s not meant to hear.
He celebrated his 100th birthday on 16 June 2013 at the
home of his son Roger, in North Ferriby, East Yorkshire,
UK. Also part of the festivities were sons David and
Stephen, respective extended families, and many family
friends; grand and great-grand children were in abundance,
keeping Roger‟s large back garden humming with activity.
Born during „The Great War‟, where his Dad suffered a
wound that would see two bullets remain in his head for the
John Gale; note the Caterpillar tie pin
rest of his life, John has seen much history go by. He has
also been a part of history, serving as a Wireless Operator/Air Gunner in 98 Squadron RAF.
Sergeant Gale flew in the first WWII operation by 98 Squadron, part of the first crew of the B-25
Mitchell that would become known as „Grumpy‟. That aircraft would go on to set the record
number of operations (125) for an RAF Mitchell, although John was not present to observe the
occasion, having been shot down by flak over Boulogne in another Mitchell on 13 April 1943; he
served the rest of the war interned in German POW camps after his parachuted escape from the
burning Mitchell (see „Dispersals‟ November, 2012).

John with part of his family and friends

Great Grandchildren Charlie & Eva with Mum Emma

The Sunday celebration was the day after John‟s actual birthday, but being Father‟s Day, was
rather fitting for a celebration of a man so obviously well loved and respected by those about
him. I was honoured to have been invited to attend; and lucky to be able to meet the man of
whom I wrote and very much admire. He‟s an alert individual with a fine sense of humour, good
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memory and quite fit; it was no surprise to see John easily walk to the back of Roger‟s garden
where he enjoyed his pipe...one of his enjoyments which also include an occasional dram of
„Teachers‟.

I finally meet F/Sgt John Gale

Son Roger recounts events of 100 years

nd

2 Tactical Air Force Medium Bombers Association’s recognition for F/Sgt John Gale

Once again, Happy Birthday John...and keep an eye open for that wartime photo album; we‟d
love to publish your photos in a coming issue of „Dispersals‟.
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SMOKE IS ‘GOOD’ FOR YOU
Peter Jenner

By coincidence, shortly before the considerable coverage by the media of the D-Day of 69 years
ago, I had contact with three people from 88 Squadron who laid smoke. One, H.W. Gaskell,
indirectly, from his son Nigel who sent me copies of some pages of his Log Book; including this
entry for 6th June 1944:

His crew normally were W/O Pughe-Jones, Sgt Annandale and W/O Walker [The latter is not
„Ginger‟ Walker, also 88 Squadron, laying smoke; but both Walkers (F.E. & L.H.) ended up in
Hut 2B at Vitry].
Another was one of those enjoyable telephone chats with Arthur Lee-White, which reminded me
of a letter from him many years ago, when 88 Squadron had a newsletter, and when I began to
realise what an interesting character he is.
“Dear Mr. Jenner:
Reading the latest newsletter from 88 Squadron, I thought you
would be interested in hearing from members who served at
Hartford Bridge during D-Day 6th June 1944; this may be of
interest.
I served my second tour at Hartford Bridge and on D-Day laid
smoke, an event which is remarkably clear in my mind. On our
first run in we were attacked by P-38s of the USAAF and, after
they realized their error, we resumed our second run and at the
first of the line we came across a group of E-Boats who were
very unfriendly but failed to hit us. We returned to Hartford
Bridge with an asphyxiated WAG! The smoke canister valves
had been damaged and my WAG Flying Officer J. Townsend
suffered a severe headache but was back on duty next day.

Arthur Lee-White (right) with James Stewart
DFC, ONB (609 Sqn) at 2012 Pennfield Ridge
Remembrance Service.
D. Poissant photo

I am sorry I won‟t be with all of you in January, but when I next come to the UK, I shall make a point of
visiting your museum.
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Incidentally, I served another tour at Stoney Cross with 46 Squadron from March to August of 1946, so I
have a great interest in the area, as we used Blackbushe as a „staying over‟.
Yours Sincerely,
Arthur Lee-White”

Portion of Arthur Lee-white’s Logbook entries for June 1944 D. Poissant photo

Arthur will be interested to know that „Big Nig‟ was recently seen by Mark Harbour, an
Australian, who says “The A-20G the RAF museum is getting is a beauty; I saw it about 6
months ago. The restoration is spot on, it will stand out when she is finished; there was a bit of
controversy when the restoration and swap where getting organised as the RAF never operated
solid nose A-20s there was a drive to have the solid „G‟ nose replaced with a „J‟ nose and restore
it as a Boston IV in RAF colours; thankfully this was knocked on the head as this aircraft is a
combat vet with 30 odd missions, if it had no combat history I would go along with turning it in
to a Boston IV but with so few actual combat veteran aircraft in museums I personally would
not go along with such a conversion.
I was involved with the restoration of the Boston III at the RAAF museum and was based at
Amberley when the restorations of the Boston III and A-20G were carried out; it was interesting
to have access to the remains of 8 x A-20/Bostons to look at and climb in/on when you want.
(I'm an Aircraft Engineer by trade ex RAAF Airframe/Engine, UH-1 Iroquois, S-70 Black Hawk,
CH-47 Chinook and C-130 „Herc‟ and DHC-4 Caribou).” [He had earlier asked me to find info
on Boston IVs.] “I've been researching RAAF Bostons for 20 years and am now expanding into
other operators, in particular Australian personnel in RAF/SAAF Boston units, (one of the pilots
I work with had an uncle who flew Bostons with 18 Sqn in Italy and was killed on ops, which
got me started on other operator Bostons). Boston ops in the RAF are a bit of a puzzle substantial
information and photos are available of operations with 88, 107, 342, 13, 18 and the SAAF Sqns
12 and 24 with Boston III's thru 42, 43 and up to D-day 44 but once they converted to Boston
IVs (or other types) the trail drops right off”
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After Dudley Valentine, son of P/O Leslie Valentine, Pilot 88 Squadron, had spoken to me on
the „phone he sent some e-mails with attachments; one of which
was a You Tube video „WWII Light Bomber Pilot Relives
Normandy‟ http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnZ1-J1vD_s, an
interview for the British Forces News in which Leslie Valentine,
now 95, says in his light Scottish accent:
“….my marker was HMS Warspite; we were actually physically
looking up at the crew.” About the barrage: “….we were down
here [at 50 feet over the beach] and the trajectory of the Navy
fire was going down at that time, just above our heads; and theirs [German‟s] was going up; and
the noise, it was absolutely dreadful.”

F/O LESLIE VALENTINE
Extracts from a BBC interview feature.

At the start of the hostilities in 1939, he was called up for military service and joined the
Highland Light Infantry as an infantryman. In the ensuing months he was landed in France as a
combatant shortly before the Dunkirk Evacuation. His time in France was short lived, and he
returned to home shores some 10 weeks later.
A notice was posted on the Battalion notice board asking for volunteers for aircrew; Valentine,
being a mathematician readily volunteered. Only two were accepted, one being Pvt Valentine,
who went through the selection process and was duly installed as a student Pilot in the RAF.
His initial pilot training took place in England, where he was introduced to flying in a Tiger
Moth. This phase of his training completed, he was shipped off to Canada, to undergo Twin
Engine training at No. 34 SFTS in Medicine Hat Alberta, where he gained his wings. Then back
for active service training at 13 Operational Training Unit in RAF Bicester in Oxfordshire.
Training firstly on the Bristol
Blenheim, and then over to RAF
Finmere 2 miles away to complete
operational training on the aircraft
that was to be his „Partner‟ for the
next 18 months of conflict; the
Douglas Boston IIIA.
The squadron Valentine was posted to was No. 88 Sqn Bomber Command, later part of 2nd TAF.
The operations for this squadron were conducted mainly in daylight and in close formation,
against targets where disruption of supply lines was paramount in the halting of enemy
reinforcements, road bridges, rail marshalling yards, road transport convoys, submarine pens and
V1 rocket launch sites. They had the hazardous task of laying smoke over the beaches on D-Day
6th June 1944; Valentine took his 88 Squadron Boston „E-Easy‟ down to 50 feet above the
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beaches, laying smoke to protect the invasion forces from enemy fire. Above and over his
aircraft arched the trajectories of shells from the 14” guns of the capital ships of the Royal Navy
8 miles off shore, and the German heavy guns firing back from just inside enemy lines. Not only
was there the chance of being hit by those shells, but, as the UK forces on the ground were
unsure who the aircraft flying so low above them were, they also let fly with small arms fire.
Two aircraft were lost on this mission, but Valentine returned safely, if somewhat shaken, to 88
squadron‟s base at RAF Hartford Bridge. He flew two tours back to back, 60 operations in all.
Leslie was awarded the Croix de Guerre with Silver Star by the French for his efforts in the
battles for their liberation.
Now, at 94 years of age and living in Hethe, Oxfordshire, he is only 4 miles from where he was
trained in 1943 at RAF Bicester and RAF Finmere.
Last month, accompanied by his son, he visited the
Bomber Command Memorial in London and on his visit
was afforded the unique opportunity of being hosted at
10 Downing Street, where Prime Minister David
Cameron spent some
time with the former
F/O Leslie Valentine
and presented him
with the WWII Defense Medal, which he had not received at
the time of issue. The PM also took an interest in his Log
Book.
His son Dudley Valentine says, “He was a guest of The Prime Minister at No 10, as a direct
result of his wanting to visit the Bomber Command Memorial in London, and recently I
accompanied him to The beaches of Normandy for him to see once again his place of operation
on D-Day and to be with the Mayor of Beaulieu sur Sonnette as Guest of Honour at Armistice
celebrations on 8th May.”
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SPITFIRE OF THE SEAS
‘Mail Online’ 03 April 2010

In 1941, were you to be shot down over the North Sea or sunk by torpedo in the freezing
Channel waters, your only hope would be for someone to find you before hypothermia set in.
Luckily, there were British servicemen sworn to do just that - and the RAF Air Sea Rescue
Service (motto: 'The Sea Shall Not Have Them') was equipped with some of the fastest craft in
the world.
In fact, when it left the British Power Boat Company's
yard at Hythe in 1936, there was nothing on water faster
than HSL 102.
The enthusiast who discovered her mouldering on a
Dartmouth quayside in 1992 has spent nearly £500,000
restoring her, knowing that she was one of an impossibly
rare breed. Hardly any World War II rescue launches
survive in any case, but HSL 102 is one of only twentytwo '100-class' High Speed Launches designed at the
height of re-armament by Fred Cooper, the man behind
Donald Campbell's record-breaking speedboats.
Remarkably, TE Lawrence - Lawrence of Arabia - was
involved in her speed trials at RAF Mount Batten in
Devon while serving under the name 'Aircraftman Shaw'.
Capable of 39 knots - much faster than a modern lifeboat she well deserves her epithet 'the Spitfire of the seas'.
It's impossible to say who she rescued (exact records were not kept) but craft of her kind were
involved in the ill-fated Dieppe Raid of 1942 and the Siege Of Malta, as well as operating from
60 bases around the coast of Britain, in total saving over 13,000 lives over the course of the war.
HSL 102 is known to have operated from Blyth in the Northeast and Newhaven on the south
coast, but her range of 500 miles meant that the 'front line' could be anywhere in the heart of the
sea. John Parsons, 82, served as coxswain with the Air Sea Rescue Service, and remembers how
harsh conditions were.
'The deck was too high out of the water, making it very difficult to haul someone aboard,' he
says. The 100-class were very good at speed, none better, but when you were actually involved
in a rescue they'd roll and pitch. A medical orderly on board simply had a medic's kit, which was
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used to administer first aid before a survivor was wrapped up warm and put below decks. Sounds
primitive, but remember it would only be a matter of hours before they were back at a base.'
All the while, she was vulnerable to attack by torpedo-armed German E-boats and fighter planes.
It's thought HSL 102 was attacked by a Messerschmitt 109, killing the radio operator.
Considering the design of this class of boat, it's all the more remarkable that she survived the
assault.

There are three engines (one is out of sight beneath the
ladder). The originals were 500HP Napier Sea Lion 12-cylinder
petrol engines; the most powerful in the world at the time.

'Underneath the rear deck was the engine
room,' says Parsons, 'but everything forward
of that was pretty much all fuel tanks. In
order to give them such huge range, they held
4,000-5,000 gallons of high-octane aircraft
fuel, so it was like sitting on a bomb. The
only armour was anti-flak padding. It didn't
stop bullets, it would just slow shrapnel down
a bit. We lost three HSLs and their crews at
Dieppe.

'For the amount of craft that went in, they had
the highest attrition rate in that action. So
armament was put on board: generally Browning .303s in twin turrets, like on bombers, although
on HSL 102 open guns were placed on the deck on either side of the wheelhouse. They couldn't
be any further forward than that - a boat with a gun forward of the bridge could not be classed as
a rescue boat under the Geneva Convention.'
If little is known of the men she rescued - although one two-month period saw her pick up 38
survivors, German as well as Allied - there is at least good evidence for two people in particular
going on board: King George VI and his
wife Queen Elizabeth inspected HSL 102
at Blyth in 1941.
By then, she was already nearing the end
of her six-year life expectancy. By the
middle of the war she had been
superseded
by the
Type
Two
'Whaleback' HSL, which sat lower in the
water and had better armament. She
ended the war as a Navy tug and by the
Eighties was being used as a houseboat.
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It took enthusiast Phil Clabburn to realise what a miracle of survival was hidden under the layers
of peeling paint. After spending nearly £500,000 restoring her (and nearly going bankrupt until a
Lottery heritage grant was found), he
invited the Queen Mother back to see a
restored HSL 102 in 1996, 55 years after
she first stepped on board. She attended
the relaunch along with the three
surviving members of the crew. Three
weeks ago, the ashes of the last of them,
Cli Woolard, were scattered at sea. HSL
102 remains as a floating memorial to the
bravery of men like him.
She can now be seen at the Portsmouth Historic Dockyard (bmpt.org.uk) - where she will still
give any modern speedboat a run for its money.

Scottish Maritime Museum

Barges like this played an important role during World War II. This craft, known as Air-Sea
Rescue Craft 10 (ASR-10), is now a rare example of a type once stationed in the North Sea and
English Channel. These craft, code
named „Cuckoos‟, had no engines
and were moored along the bomber
routes to occupied Europe.
They were to provide emergency
shelter for the crews of downed
aircraft, and each contained vital
equipment and supplies, including
preserved meat and vegetables,
biscuits, tea, cocoa, rum, drinking
water, bunks, towels, washing gear,
books, and playing cards. These
comforts were more to reduce the shock of their ordeal than to prepare them for a long stay.
Stranded airmen were able to radio for assistance from the Air Sea Rescue Service, which
maintained the craft and ensured that a fast rescue vessel would be sent out. The instructions
placed in the float showed that humour prevailed despite the serious situation:
“1. Air sea rescue float No. 10 welcomes you, and hopes that you will be comfortable and that
your stay will be short.
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2. Though the host is absent you should find all you need. Dry and warm clothing, food, drink,
and a smoke, a stove to cook with and blankets to sleep in. Please help yourself but do not
consume all the stores the first day.”
Although the floats boosted morale, there are few
recorded instances of their use. Of course it was not just
British airmen who were able to access the floats.
Although Germany had their own version, nicknamed
„lobster pots‟, it was said that German E-boats used to
visit to make use of the supplies. A British Air Ministry
Inspector recalled one extraordinary visit to a float: “On
entering the cabin I found a young German airman who
explained in good English that his plane had ditched
close to the raft and that he had swum to it the previous
Luftwaffe bomber crew life raft
day; since then he had availed himself of its facilities but
had not used the radio hoping that an E-boat might come along to take him home…he was taken
back to Dover and handed over to the civilian police.”
ASR-10 was built by Carrier Engineering of Wembley as part of a 16 vessel order placed in
1941. Her career after the War is not documented, but she may have ended her working life as a
towed naval target on the Clyde. The Museum received her after she lay derelict on the slipway
at Battery Park, Gourock, for many years. She remains a representative of the ongoing challenge
to save lives at sea, and a reminder of the importance of the sea to Britain during wartime.
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